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MESSAGE 
 

“Real integrity is doing the right thing, knowing that nobody’s going to 
know whether you did it or not”. - Oprah Winfrey 
 

I am pleased to learn that the Integrity Club of Kendriya Vidyalaya Pattom is 
publishing a book on values as seen through the eyes of the young club 
members. Framing one’s thoughts in creative expression requires true 
understanding of the ideals. 
 
 Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan  instructed all KVs  to start Integrity Clubs in 
2009 to ensure that young children imbibe human values and understand the 
importance of qualities like patriotism, love for fellow beings and respect 
towards all in daily life. The clubs  encourage students to participate in a 
variety of activities designed to sensitize them on the importance of upholding 
these eternal values such that as adults they will fight against corruption and 
other wrongs in the society and stand up for what they believe in. 
 
I feel happy that the Principal, staff and club members have taken up the  
activities earnestly and have brought out this publication. I congratulate the 
whole team for the spirit with which they worked and wish them all success in 
their endeavour. 
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PREFACE

 
S. Ajayakumar 

Principal

It gives me immense pleasure that the Vidyalaya 
Integrity Club is bringing out a book giving vent 
to the creative expressions of the club members on 
values. It speaks volumes about the commitment and 
sincerity with which the club activities are taken up.

Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan envisages Integrity 
Club as an activity for rekindling human values in 
school children. Accordingly, each Vidyalaya has set 
up an ‘Integrity Club’ to sensitise students on the 
importance of upholding high values and life skills.
These clubs are designed as community groups for 
cultivating human values among students through 
games, activities and workshops in the schools as 
per the directions of KVS and CBSE .The club 
works on inculcating 12 basic values, which include, 
brotherhood, integrity, love, patriotism, compassion, 
tolerance, seclarism, unity, simplicity and honesty.
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A child’s mind is a ‘tabula rasa’- a blank slate where 
the parents, peers, teachers and his environment 
make deep imprints that last a life time. That is when 
we should ensure that the human value systems and 
ethics are ingrained in his mind and thus we need to 
‘catch them young’ to be effective. I hope, this way, we 
will be a step closer to the education as envisioned by 
Mahatma Gandhi who said, “By education, I mean 
an all-round drawing of the best in child and man in 
body, mind and spirit”.

Hearty congratulations to the contributors and their 
team leader, the in charge teacher of the Integrity 
Club for their dedication and zeal with which this 
innovative project is taken up. I wish them all the very 
best!

S. Ajayakumar 
Principal
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Dear Reader,

‘’Education is the kindling of a flame,  
not the filling of a vessel ’’, 

Said Socrates over 2000 years ago. In this present 
century, we find ourselves standing at the cross roads. 
The road that leads to perspective and perfection, 
power and plenitude, pleasure and performance are 
also the roads littered with despair and discontent, 
distrust and destruction, displeasure and disregard.

Perhaps, every generation laments the fall in moral 
values of the younger generation. A change is needed, 
from vision-without to vision- within, to bridge the 
gap between what is and what ought to be. 

Acknowledging the need for values to make life 
complete, meaningful and secure may be the first step 
towards the creation of a future society that is firmly 
founded on a strong and wholesome value system. 
Inner refinement and growth become imperative.

Schools play a crucial role in mission oriented 
learning with a definite value system. The Integrity 
Club of our Vidyalaya make sincere efforts to inspire 
and re-kindle the values in our children. We execute 
a variety of activities to enrich and ennoble them 
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and to develop them as good human beings. It is our 
fervent desire that value oriented education initiates 
introspection, good thinking and reflection filling the 
vacuum that is being generally felt in today’s complex 
competitive society.

We cannot expect children to be epitome of values, but 
everyone has in him something his own, a strength, 
a spark. They have unquestionable capacity to elevate 
their life by a conscious endeavour. The task is to find 
it, develop it and use it.

Sharing a value is uplifting a value. This book is the 
simple reflections of the young minds and a humble 
attempt to make them realize that ‘It is the spiritual 
light that glows inside us which ELEVATES US. 
Hope their vision turn to be a beacon light with an 
eternal glow that will guide the sea of humanity in 
the coming ages. 

Jolly Joseph  
Teacher Incharge  

Integrity club
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INTEGRITY CLUB 2016-17

Integrity club is an association of students whose goal 
is to inculcate and advocate integrity.

Integrity is the quality of being honest and morally 
upright .It refers to doing the right thing at all times 
when no one is watching or is likely to know what 
you did. It is the sum of positive qualities or virtues 
such as honesty, trustworthiness, goodness, loyalty, 
truthfulness, courage, impartiality, firmness and 
steadfastness of principled behaviour. 

Values are important and lasting beliefs or ideals about 
what is good or bad and desirable or undesirable. 
They are qualities that determine the actions of an 
individual.

Values, when acquired and practised consistently 
make up a person of Integrity

MISSION

1. Promoting right attitudes and values that influence 
ethical behaviour and good character.

2. Enhancing knowledge of ethics and integrity.

3. Encouraging to be self-directed, focussed and 
responsible.
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4. Involving in activities that create synergy and 
focus towards a better society.

MOTTO

Work with Integrity and succeed with Integrity

VISION

To be a leading club, nurturing holistic and proactive 
ambassadors of Integrity.

“Everyone has in him something divine, 
something his own, a chance of perfection and strength  

in however small a sphere which God offers to take or refuse. 
The task is to find it, develop it and use it”

Sri Aurobindo
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WE TRY TO IMBIBE..
Accountability
Appreciation
Benevolence
Brotherhood
Courtesy
Co-operation
Discipline
Diligence
Equality
Empathy
Fairness
Fellow being
Good manners
Gratitude
Honesty
Hard work
Integrity
Initiative
Justice
Joviality
Kindness
Love
Leadership

Mercy
Modesty
Nobility
Non-violence
Obedience
Optimism
Patriotism
Patience
Quest for knowledge
Respect
Responsibility
Self-control
Self confidence
Tolerance
Team spirit
Unity
Uniqueness
Virtue
Valour
Will power
Wisdom
Zeal
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Nanda.S 

XI-E

VALUE OF VALUES 

Values, moral values are of immense importance in 
each and everyone’s life. Values help to develop 

integrity and ethics in an individual. A person with 
moral values acts with integrity and ethics. His values 
reflect his character, they portray his personality. He 
puts up extraordinary behaviour in the most ordinary 
manner. He becomes noteworthy and admirable, for 
he stands apart in the society in his style, attitude 
and way of living. He remains distinct and acquires 
a highly noble and revered position in the society, 
and so people tend to look up at such a person. An 
individual with good values and moral principles 
exhibits physical, mental, psychological and spiritual 
refinement.

Well, these concepts aren’t something new or 
unknown, but naked truths. The role, significance and 
the very essence of moral values have been realized 
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and recognized since time immemorial. Hence, by 
convention, the concept of an inevitable space for 
moral values has been carried through and we have 
understood that values are simply irreplaceable in our 
lives. Being a member of Integrity Club, I too have 
realized that ‘values’ is not merely a six letter word, but 
it is indeed a powerhouse of elements for character 
building and that makes these values so essential in 
our everyday lives. For a man without character is like 
a tree without fruits or a dish without salt.

That’s the reason why you and I were narrated 
numerous anecdotes and fascinating fables, times 
out of number by our parents and grandparents in 
our childhood. These carry the latent treasures of 
values and morals in them. That’s why we were all 
made to listen to those, so that quite unknowingly, 
automatically, the values and moral essence associated 
with each of those stories strike our imagination 
and conscience with a broad aim of invoking good 
character and moral values in us right from our 
childhood, and thus of channelizing us all towards 
the right paths in our lives.

Although we all have deliberately paid attention 
to the moral part of such stories, I doubt as to how 
many of us have actually thought about this or have 
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interpreted those so called ‘childish, silly and outdated’ 
fables, which we have misunderstood as things that 
have already lost their lustre. Certainly, many of us 
wouldn’t have. ‘Better late than never’. It’s high time 
that we alter our perspectives about such anecdotes 
and try to comprehend those in their fullest sense, 
for I believe that it’s one of the simplest ways of 
understanding, respecting, and of course, following 
and practising good, moral values without which life, 
at some time or the other, may come to a dead end, 
when there would be no choice left behind. There is 
no point repenting then. 

In fact nowadays, some children, quite unmindfully 
journey through wrong and immoral paths in their 
lives, because they are; neither aware of the relevance 
of values in day-to-day lives, nor trained on the 
practice of these. Initially it might seem a little bitter 
and binding all over, but only later do we realize how 
sweet it is. People who have very well realized these at 
a very early stage of life and who have loved these and 
have easily put these into practice in their lives are the 
great people who have succeeded and made some real 
differences in the society and the nation as a whole, 
and whom we fondly remember to this day. 

Swami Vivekananda,  Mahatma Gandhi,  Rabindranath 
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Tagore, Mother Teresa, Nelson Mandela, Albert 
Einstein, Sarojini Naidu and Margaret Thatcher, 
to name a few. They remain immortal in our hearts 
and minds through their deeds, contributions, 
achievements and lives that have incorporated moral 
values throughout. There’s a lot that we can, and we 
should learn from these great personalities. They are 
our role models, whose lives are fine examples of the 
charm of values, which ought to be emulated by us.

As our elders always point out, it is not our 
achievements or contributions that reveal who we 
are, but our character, our integrity and above all that, 
the values we showcase. Once the latter is induced 
within us, the rest would automatically follow us on 
their own. That’s absolutely true. Just look back, and 
we’ll definitely realize.

Why the past? Just a peep into the present scenario is 
more than enough for realization to dawn on us. On 
observation, it would become crystal clear that today, 
such moral values are being considered more than 
ever. Presently, for any job interview, one’s values and 
moral principles are what are evaluated, and his/her 
integrity is what is inspected while in tenure, and not 
much of his/her educational qualifications. In such a 
situation, a person is adjudged by the qualities and 
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values that he upholds, than by the track record of 
his academic performances. This is the value of values 
even in this Cyber era.

Lack of morality makes a man no less than an animal. 
Such a valueless person indulges in disputes, crimes 
and what not. Man has begun to regard and imbibe 
moral values, the count of all the inhuman and anti-
social elements and activities are simply escalating. 
These are simply escalating due to lack of values 
among people. Thus, absence of values makes a man 
wild, and that paves the way to such devastations.

This once again underlines the fact that moral values 
are integral and inseparable elements of life and that 
there should be no compromises made in our lives 
with regard to the respect and practice of moral values. 
They make a personality. They make a whole, complete 
man. So, right from their childhood, children, the 
citizens of tomorrow have to be inculcated with moral 
values.

Let us not forget the fact that we are the leaders of 
tomorrow and that the nation is in our hands. We 
can “make” it or “break” it. It is up to us. However, 
as responsible citizens, it is our duty to make and 
build our nation and make it safe in our hands. 
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Therefore, from today, let’s all start making small-
small amendments and improvements. ‘Today’s seeds 
are tomorrow’s trees.’ It’s never too late. 

So, let’s become dutiful citizens with good values, 
moral principles, model personalities, ever-lasting 
integrity and strong ethics, to lead our nation; a nation 
without a tinge of immorality and insanity.

Well, it’s not far from reality. It’s not impossible. Our 
values can do wonders, and we are judged by our 
values. It is possible. 

We can do it….. 

“Keep your values positive because  
your values become your destiny”

Mahatma Gandhi
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Rishikaa Sajeev 

XB

LOVE THY 
NEIGHBOUR 

“In the practice of tolerance, one’s enemy is the best teacher” 
-Dalai Lama.

Tolerance is a topic for hot discussion in today’s 
world. Globalization has brought people of 

different backgrounds, cultures and religions living 
together, and today’s world has become multicultural 
and full of diversity. A rash word or a thoughtless 
action in this fragile existence can now have far 
reaching consequences than what was felt in the past.

The actions and remarks of Mr. Donald Trump, 
the new American President, has loosened spark of 
racism in the US during recent times. Abuses against 
the weaker sections of the society-the minority, 
women and children have reached heights which are 
unimaginable. Reports from any country read the 
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same, only the name of the country changes- Iran, 
Iraq, Syria, Turkey, Afghanistan. Space for the weak, 
the old and animals which co- exists in this planet 
along with us have been jeopardized. It seems the 
world is only for the powerful and the strongest. We 
have lost the power to exist side by side in harmony. 
Left and the right hands should exist to maintain 
rhythm and the balance of the body. If two left hands 
come together who will do the work of the right 
hand? So is there a superior left or right hand in this 
world? Why do we fight for supremacy? Is it because 
we are afraid of others or are we afraid of ourselves?

Tolerance is the willingness to allow people to do, say 
or believe what they want without criticizing them. 
Every human being has the basic right for life. No one 
can be victimized because of their skin tone, gender 
or religious beliefs. We should be ready to share life 
and the world with people around us. If we cannot 
accept other´s opinions, the problem is not in the way 
they think, but it´s in our attitude towards them.

Prophet Mohammed said “You shall not enter 
Paradise until you have faith, and you cannot have 
faith until you love one another. Have compassion on 
those you can see, and He whom you cannot see will 
have compassion on you.” 
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We have a vision for a world where all people are 
valued and respected, regardless of their race, gender 
identity, or socio-economic level. Recent events have 
reminded us of how far we still have to go. We may feel 
challenged about how to understand issues of violence, 
inequality, racism, prejudice, and discrimination. We 
may wonder how to foster empathy and compassion 
in the future generation. But establishing tolerance 
and harmony has become very crucial and important, 
and fostering mutual love and affection has become 
vital. Let us “Resolve to be tender with the young, 
compassionate with the aged, sympathetic with 
the striving and tolerant with the weak and wrong. 
Sometime in your life, you will have been all of these.” 

“Inner compassion and outer tolerance can  
easily make a new world a better world”

Sri Chinmoy
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Vajra K.B  

XI-E

THINK IT OVER

Today, I was just passing by a Hospital, when I 
noticed a car moving with a door open. At the 

first sight, I found it silly. I thought maybe the driver 
wasn’t aware of it. Confused, I enquired about it to 
my father and he gave me the possibility for such an 
anomaly. He said that probably the door could not be 
closed due to some technical issues. Then I thought 
it over- “Yes, why would someone drive with door 
open?”

We all experience a lot of situations of this sort where 
we don’t actually think over matters. My Dad always 
gets annoyed when vehicles take a deviation left or 
right without any indicator. But, think it over. It 
may be so because the driver is a beginner or may 
be the indicator isn’t functioning properly. We never 
look into such possibilities and chances. Learning 
the chapter ‘POSSIBILITY’ in Mathematics alone 
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isn’t enough. The real learning happens only when 
the textbook concepts are applied in real life. Only 
then will it retain its value. But we never apply it in 
our real lives. Neither do we ever see things from the 
point of view of others, nor do we try to reason out 
matters. Rather we dig out more into the issues and 
add fuel into the fire. Such people tend to aggravate 
issues without any second thought about the matter. 
They have strong faith and belief only in their own 
opinions, and fail to examine the latent other side 
of matters, which lie in the mentality to overlook 
matters from others’ angles too. Certainly they will be 
proved wrong. And there ends the ego.

Man is a social animal. He has to co-exist with his 
fellow beings and his surroundings in harmony. But it 
isn’t as simple as it seems to be. One has to develop a 
lot of moral values, like concern and empathy towards 
the others, a hand and an ear to lend, helping mentality, 
understanding and providing space for others and a 
mentality to comprehend others’ feelings. Trying to 
reason out things, apart from boosting the brain’s 
capacity and activating it, also makes us feel calm. 
Then, undoubtedly we will be able to understand a 
person or a situation better. So, let us put possibilities 
in our acts and life. 
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Inculcating and exhibiting such values in lives, beyond 
doubt will take us a long way in our lives and also it 
will lead to very little misunderstanding and quarrels 
among people for even things as silly and small as has 
been mentioned, thus paving the way to total harmony. 
So, let us all, consciously develop an empathetic heart 
and a broad, understanding mind which gives room 
for others to live along as well. Let us also think over 
matters from all angles, from everybody’s points of 
view; it will definitely make some real differences in 
our society. 

So, Think It Over! 

“Anything that changes your values  
changes your behaviour”

George Sheehan
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Nandana V.L 

IX B 

TOMORROW’S 
CITIZENS

I’m writing this article to take you to a very 
significant topic. I want to talk about the future of 

the country; yes, yes I mean the ‘Children’. The future 
of our country depends upon them but, will they be 
as good as we think they will be? Yes, I’m sure that 
they will be productive in the fields of Technology, 
and Economics, but what about their characters? 
Today’s children have some flaws or problems in 
their characters which may stop them from becoming 
dutiful, responsible and successful citizens. 

Today’s children don’t find pride in their own country. 
I have heard people saying – “Oh! I don’t like this 
country. Look at foreign countries. It’s very nice to 
live there “. But dear friends, wherever you go, people 
will not judge you with what you have or who you are, 
instead it will be done on the basis of your culture and 
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character. And I know that no other country has a 
rich culture as India. People have happily and readily 
died for Mother India. We should be proud of our 
country.

Another problem which I find in some children is that 
they have no respect for elders, teachers and parents. 
They don’t really love or respect them. It is because 
they get everything they want and they think that 
love and respect are of little importance. But friends, 
without their blessings nobody can achieve anything 
in life. Through this article, I want to convey that if 
we respect our teachers, parents and elders and love 
our country, surely, we will succeed in our life. 

“Try not to become a man of success  
but rather try to become a man of values”

Albert Einstein
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Nayana V.L  

IX B

MY SORROW
You burst in like a thunderstorm,  
Shattering my window panes. 
The insecurity which built up 
Can be broken by my strong hands.

The Fiends who are suffocating me 
Are jeering like wild cats. 
But arisal would occur some day, and  
I would rise like a Phoenix from ash.

Those who turn away from my pleas 
Would know about my burning mind. 
But still I remain harmless,  
As if I’m a Snowy Dove.

To remain like this I know the secret,  
That forgiveness is the greatest gift; 
“Cause I’m your Mother Earth,  
Who knows only to love you”.
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Navaneeth Krishna E.S  

XI A

WHAT IF BAPU 
LOOKED DOWN..?

Blessed are we to be born in a land on whose soils 
are the footprints of the great human being, 

Mahatma.

Mahatma Gandhi, our Bapu had once dreamt of an 
India, where all people are free from the never-ending 
hold and shackles of castes, religions and creeds; 
where there is co-existence among people, helping 
each other and caring for one another and living 
together in harmony. He dreamt of an India, fully free 
of all evils, corruption, unemployment, violence and 
poverty.

He also had the vision of everyone leading a decent, 
dignified life, earning their own livelihood by a 
dignified job; men, women, both treated as equals; 
where nobody is illiterate and everyone shines with 
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knowledge and wisdom.

But, what if he looked down on us, high up from the 
Heaven?

Will he see what he had dreamt of? Desired of? Will 
he be happy? Even to the slightest extent? What do 
you think?

Well, most of us will have the same answer- “NO”.

But, why? Why is it so? Why is there still a division 
between haves’ and have nots’ in the society? Why not 
girls are treated as equal as boys? Why are we letting 
this so called “politicians” ruin our land, ruin us?

I’m sure that our Bapu would be unhappy to see a 
paradoxical world, seeing people fighting in the name 
of religion and caste. Still fighting and killing in the 
name of God.

Nowadays, the people who care are the people who 
get tested down first. Why cannot a man with firm 
moral values like honesty and integrity survive easily 
like anybody else? Still the dirty politics, not free of 
corruption, thrives; still there are people who kill for 
money.
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Poverty and illiteracy has not left our country yet. 
Still in some parts, some babies die even before they 
take a glance at this world for once, the reason being 
– they are ‘GIRLS.’

After seeing all this conflict and violence, Bapu must 
be wondering …. “Have my efforts to unite my people 
gone in vain…. Has my people forgotten me? My 
views? My dreams? My vision? Have they?

No, We should never let him think of us like that, we 
should never let his pain, efforts he took go in vain. 
Therefore, lets unite to work together.

“Be the change you want to see in the world” Bapu 
once said. So, let’s, be the change, and inspire others 
to join us, follow our paths. Let’s teach our children, 
to lead a simple, truthful, and honest life. Let’s remind 
ourselves of the values that Bapu passed us through 
his life as an example, the way he refused to copy in 
his exams even though when his teacher compelled 
him, the way he gained the courage to tell the truth, 
the way he made the “The land where the sun never 
sets” to kneel down before him. So, let’s start making a 
change, let’s realize our Bapu’s dream, LET’S MAKE 
OUR INDIA A BEAUTIFUL PLACE.

Let’s realize the vision of “2020 India” of our best 
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teacher- Dr. A P J Abdul Kalam, let’s try to make his 
vision come true. Let’s work together and contribute, 
even in the simplest manner for a better tomorrow.

JAI HIND!

“You should make a fixed resolution to be good 
Always pray to God to make you good 

and you will be good”

Mahatma Gandhi
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Preeti Krishnan 

X D

THE GOD IN YOU,  
THE GOD IN ME...

As we all know ‘NAMASTE’, is a gesture used to 
greet one another. It is a gesture of respect that 

can be used globally among people of all ages, races 
and genders. But the true meaning of ‘NAMASTE’ 
is-

‘I honour the place in you where the entire Universe 
resides. I honour the place in you where lies love, 
light, beauty and truth. When you are in that place in 
you and I am in that place in me, we are one.

I could not find a definite answer as to where this 
definition comes from. But I don’t think it matters 
who said it first, what matters most is that someone 
did say it. When I read these words for the first 
time, I thought it was the most beautiful meaning of 
‘NAMASTE’ that I have ever read.
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If we recognize that we are all one, then we must come 
to the understanding that we should no longer harm 
each other , we should no longer cause pain, suffering 
or anger to each other. If we change our thoughts and 
behaviour, we can change the universe, for we are also 
a part of the universe; we are one. This is the meaning 
of “NAMASTE’. Isn’t it great, how one tiny word can 
sum up so much!? It’s also true that we can change our 
world. It has to begin with just a single, tiny word...... 
person by person, family by family, nation by nation, 
until the whole world accepts and believes it.

“Where these is righteousness in the heart  
there is beauty in the character”

Dr.A.P.J Abdul Kalam
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A Gayathri Nair 

XI E

WHY THIS DIVISION
15th Aug 1947

Dear Diary,

Finally India is independent and free from the 
clutches of the British. Also a new nation is born-
‘Pakistan’.  Salira and Sabira are in Punjab; ‘Pakistan’s 
Punjab’. They left with tears in their eyes. Their Ammi 
and Abbu thought Pakistan was safer for them. They 
even persuaded us to migrate to Pakistan with them. 
But my family strongly resisted it. I really wonder, 
why this division. Are Muslims, insecure in India? I 
do not feel so, as India is a secular nation and there 
is no official religion .The chaos, the screams and the 
shivering voices of people bidding good bye to their 
near and dear ones are still ringing in my ears and 
the pictures of people moving away, turning back a 
trillion times, is still in my eyes. Will I never meet my 
cousins Salira and Sabira again?

Good night Diary  
Fathima
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Manjima Suresh 

VII-A

MORAL VALUES- 
A WAY OF LIFE

The deeds of a man with integrity are different 
from that of an ordinary man without values. 

Kindness, honesty, politeness, etc are all part of 
integrity. A man with integrity is always a role-model 
for everyone. We have a lot of such role-models in our 
country- Mahatma Gandhi, Jawaharlal Nehru, B.R 
Ambedkar, to name a few. 

But nowadays, on the one hand, these moral values 
are held in high esteem; while on the other, children 
of the present generation- you and I - run away from 
these, unmindful of their high potential in shaping 
our personalities and characters. Disobeying parents 
and elders, and deviating to roads of own choices 
are all something very common and prevalent in 
every family today. There’s no greater a sin than this 
lethargic escape from upholding moral values and 
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integrity in one’s self. A man without integrity and 
values is no man. That is what is taught to us by the 
inspiring personalities, through their thoughts, ideas, 
and preaching.

Greed and selfishness, in my opinion, are the enemies 
of integrity. These make a man lose all the integrity 
in him. But over-confidence is an indication of a 
valueless personality. 

Always be self-esteemed that you are the best, 
provided it doesn’t take the form of over-confidence 
and sail ahead with concerted efforts, patience and 
commendable behaviour. Never turn cocky on your 
success; don’t forget the past paths at moments of 
victory- respect them. Never invite envy on others’ 
success. Pray the Almighty; He never betrays. These 
values, along with many others are the part and parcel 
of integrity that aid in mending a good personality. 
So, put up integrity in every walk of life; make moral 
values a way of life. 
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Uthara Vijay.P 

IX-A

LOVE FOR THE  
WRINKLED ONES

Most of us have fond memories of spending time 
with our grandparents. But nowadays, a great 

majority does not bother about their grandparents.

Our grandparents may or may not be educated, but 
they have wide ranging knowledge acquired from 
their long life experiences.

Today, instead of lending ears to the lovely 
anecdotes and worth-learning experiences from 
their grandparents, children show more interest in 
social networking and many other modern, non-
conventional activities which may mislead them.

A grandparent’s presence in a child’s life gives him an 
insight of the right paths of life and the right ways of 
living, by upholding lot of moral values and principles 
that he may be lacking.
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Showing disrespect towards grandparents and 
deliberately avoiding their presence and advices 
pave the way to difficulties in facing the challenges 
of life. Showing care and concern to merely our own 
grandparents does not mean that we have concern for 
all the old and elderly people around us. We must 
express compassion, care and concern to the elderly 
and help other grandparents and old folks of the 
society. Visiting Old age Homes and Care Homes 
and spending time with the inmates there, apart from 
giving offerings to them are few ways of showing love 
for the wrinkled ones.

 When we help other needy old people, we actually set 
a model to others in understanding how to care their 
grandparents and how to care the needy of the society. 
So, love your grandparents sincerely and care them 
in the best possible way. Because….. The resultant 
smiles on their innocent faces are irreplaceable with 
anything else. 
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Anakha Anil 

X D

LIVE WITH INTEGRITY
Life is only once on earth 
Live by the rules 
Love everyone 
Chase your dreams 
With Integrity and values 
With your head held high. 
Don’t hate, Don’t hurt 
Heal, love and care 
But mind your own business; 
Compare yourself to none but yourself 
Be happy for what you are because 
Life is too short to be anything but happy. 
Think of your future; 
Always have a clear vision 
Be better and brighter 
Carry out your mission,  
Enlighten your legacy,  
Be bold and brave. 
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Have dignity; 
Live with integrity and  
Succeed with integrity 

“Do right thing. Act in a way 
that is congruent with your true character  

Act with integrity

Be  guided by your heart 
the rest will take care of itself ”

Robin Sharma
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Neeraja  

 XI E

THE SUNSHINE  
I FOUND AT NIGHT

It was late night. The whole day was a tiring one. 
The long way I travelled had already exhausted 

me, but still the journey was not over. The joy of 
visiting my home made me so excited that I didn’t 
even bother to check the arrival time of the train and 
the trouble I had to face because of it. Now I was 
waiting for my brother to come and pick me up. The 
railway station was desolated. I was in fear .A train 
stopped there, it waited for a few minutes and took 
off. As it gained speed I sa3w a boy of almost my age 
running behind it. But he was too late; the train had 
left. He stood there for some time looking upwards 
hopelessly and turned to leave. Suddenly his eyes fell 
upon me. Fear overtook my heart beat. He came and 
sat at the other end of my bench. Sweat drops rolled 
down. “What is your name?” He asked. I didn’t reply. 
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“I am Akash. I was leaving for my hostel, but I could 
not catch my train.” He said. I didn’t even look at him. 
He didn’t say anything after that. We sat there for 
another half an hour. Then my brother came. “Sorry, 
tyre got punctured.” He said. I was so relieved to see 
him. We left the place and moved to the parking area. 
Suddenly someone tapped me from behind. “You 
forgot this.” He said, handing me my mobile phone. 
“I was also leaving so thought of returning this to 
you.” He said. “I thought you were going to wait for 
the next train.” I said. “No I saw you sitting alone and 
scared so thought of giving you company.” 

I partly felt ashamed for not trusting him. A belief 
came over me that people with great values do exist 
as the proof was just walking ahead of me.

“Who is he?” my brother asked. “Someone I should 
have trusted” I replied. I could see he was confused 
but it was the only answer I had.
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M. Nithin 

X-A

GENEROSITY V/S 
KINDNESS V/S 
ALTRUISM 

We are familiar, with the terms generosity and 
kindness. ‘Altruism’ is a term which is bit 

different from generosity and kindness. Also, the three 
terms are interconnected. Generosity is the quality of 
being generous, that is a lot like selflessness. Someone 
possessing generosity is happy to give time, money, 
food or anything to people in need. 

Kindness is a behaviour marked by ethical 
characteristics, a pleasant disposition and concern for 
others. It is known as a virtue, and recognized as a 
value in many cultures and religions. 

Altruism is the principle or practice of considering 
the welfare and happiness of others. It is a traditional 
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virtue in many cultures and a core aspect of various 
religious traditions and secular worldviews, though 
the concept of ‘others’ on whom concern should be 
directed can vary between cultures and religions. 

From the above descriptions, we can see how the 
three terms are interconnected. But actually there are 
a few differences among each.

Showing kindness often means at least the giving of 
one’s attention to another. Generosity is the quality 
of being selfless. Kindness is broader and can actually 
include generosity. A kind person will generally be 
forgiving, not easily made angry, loving, inclusive and 
‘generous’.

Altruism is slightly different from generosity. The 
former is a policy of devoting ourselves to the benefit 
of others. The latter is a virtue any decent human 
being practices. 

Kindness is a strength of character. This strength 
includes altruism. The typical distinction is that 
altruism is a subset of kindness where the action is 
either selfless or sacrificial. 

After reading all these, you might want to know 
which one of the three is the best. From the above 
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arguments and in my point of view, Generosity is 
greater than Altruism. And Kindness is greater than 
Generosity.

Actually, kindness includes generosity and altruism 
as mentioned above. Generosity and altruism are just 
acts of kindness. Kindness is beneficial to the whole 
world and all sections of society.

Hence, I conclude by expressing that kindness is 
greater than altruism and generosity. Kindness breeds 
more kindness and it unites the world! 

“That best portion of a good man’s life,  
his little, nameless, unremembered acts  

of kindness and of love”

William Wordsworth
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Hanna Binoy 

VI A

WHAT TREES  
TEACH US

Trees are abode of resources. From fruits, wood, 
herbs to many things of commercial values they 

provide items without levying any tax or agreements. 
Not only do they provide so many items of worth but 
serve as a habitat for various birds, animals and insects. 
They are the mediators of ecological balance; they 
serve as the shields against pollution by controlling 
them. By giving us the basic essentials like rainfall, 
trees can be called as the second god who looks after 
us and our needs. 

We can stay without food for days, without water for 
hours but without oxygen it is impossible to live even 
minutes. Trees takes in the carbon dioxide we exhale 
and convert them into the golden air of oxygen we 
need.
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 Not only the air we breathe but herbs that cure our 
illness and also prevent some, wood used for various 
purposes are derived from these living entities called 
trees. What is the need for elaborating the use and 
importance of trees? Because in this world of greed 
and competition we forget to give the respect deserved 
by these elements of nature.

Respect is not something that is restricted to human 
beings. The real human would respect each and every 
factor of the nature because every element of nature 
is dependent on one another. Respect here means 
caring them, nurturing them, maintaining the habitat 
that so far was maintained by the nature herself.

 We can learn a lot of values from trees. Love, care, 
concern, sacrifice, selflessness and compassion.... Let’s 
learn to love nature. 

“ Trees can live without us ,  
but we cannot live without Trees”.
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Jesny Johny 

XI C 

A TRUE STORY 

This is a true story about a seven year old boy 
named Tanner Munsey.

During a T-ball game in Wellington, Florida,Tanner 
attempted to tag a player leaving first base when the 
umpire called the player out, Tanner informed the 
umpire that he hadn’t managed to tag the runner.

Two weeks later, Tanner encountered the same umpire 
in another T-ball game. This time, Tanner was playing 
short-stop and tagged a runner as they approached 
third base. When the umpire called the player safe 
Tanner didn’t say a word but the umpire noticed 
the surprise at the call. “Did you tag the runner?” 
the umpire asked. “Yes “came the reply. The umpire 
changed her decision and called the player out. The 
parents and the coach protested but the umpire said 
that she wouldn’t change the decision and also said 
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that she had learned to trust Tanner because of his 
honesty.

So friends if we are truthful and honest we will be 
able to achieve many things in our life. We must 
try to build good character and to inculcate positive 
values. Even if we do a simple mistake and if we are 
caught for that, whatever good we do, we will be seen 
through the eyes of doubtfulness.

We are living in a strange world .To succeed in life , 
we should be straightforward in our words and deeds.

“Values are like fingertips  
Nobody’s are the same, but you leave them 

all over everything you do

Elvis Presely
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Aishwarya Anil 

VIII B 

IMPORTANCE OF 
VALUES IN  
STUDENTS’ LIVES

Moral values are the worthy ideals and principles 
that one follows to distinguish the right from 

the wrong. ‘Moral values’ refers to good virtues, 
such as honesty, integrity, truthfulness, helpfulness, 
love, respectfulness, hard work, etc. Students are the 
future of the world. The future of our world therefore 
depends upon the moral values imparted to them 
during the student life itself. A student should study 
values and integrity from their parents, teachers and 
friends.

If we inculcate and follow values in our lives, we will be 
happy, punctual, satisfied, honest, loving, and helpful 
and so on. The rest will automatically accompany. If 
we follow moral values, the society will respect us. 
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There are many people in human history who are still 
remembered because they had followed certain good 
values in their lives. For example, Mahatma Gandhi, 
B.R Ambedkar, Mother Teresa, Swami Vivekananda, 
etc.

Education is not just about acquiring knowledge and 
scoring better marks. The ultimate aim of education 
is to make a student enriched with moral values, a 
better human being, and beautiful inside. So, it is very 
important for all the student folks to inculcate and 
follow moral values in all walks of life.

“We are what we repeatedly do  
excellence then is not an act 

but a habit” 

Aristotle
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Abhaumika Bijudith 

.X D

THEY ALSO DREAM

The thought of going to school is a big boredom 
and a frivolous and futile sort of a thing. But 

there are some kids who would love to go to school, but 
instead have to earn a living. Child labour refers to the 
employment of children in any hazardous work. This 
system is a bane to the human society as it deprives 
children of their childhood and prevents them from 
attending regular school and getting educated. Those 
hands which have the ability to write the future of 
the world are forcibly twisted and those shoulders 
which should carry the school bags are donned with 
workers’ overall. The misfortune of child labour may 
evoke poignancy in a philanthropist’s mind but for 
a greedy businessman, it is a chance to swell up his 
pocket.

I always think that I must be grateful to God, for 
all my wishes are being fulfilled at just the snap of 
my fingers. But those kids who do not have this 
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fortune are forced to work at some others’ orders and 
humiliation. What will they do?

Suffer like this just because there is no one to educate 
them or because their parents do not know the value 
of education or because the family is thinking about 
how to make both their ends meet and has nothing 
to educate their children. What sin did these children 
commit to get a punishment of this sort?  

The child labour statistics of India are alarming. Even 
after so much development child labour rates are not 
reducing as our expectations. When we experience 
developments in society, technology and living 
standards, we fail to notice that our greed to make 
money has eroded our values. When we talk about 
development child labour should be a major concern 
because there would be no further development if the 
future brains are in such a pitiable condition. We also 
very well need the creativity, imagination and valued 
contributions of the less privileged brains. The voices 
of the minds of every section of the society must be 
heard.  For that the key weapon is EDUCATION. 
As Malala Yousafzai said, “One child, one teacher, 
one book and one pen can change the world”
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Vajra K.B 

XI-E

EQUALITY

Equality’ is a word used commonly in Social 
Justice and Political Science. Equality means 

treating everything equal- it may be people, things, 
professions or subjects. Being a Humanities student, 
I know what inequality is. Whenever I am asked of 
the stream I chose in School, and when I respond 
to it, there is change in the facial expressions of the 
people. Today, in the mainstream of Engineers and 
Doctors, Humanities is treated as inferior. Not just 
Humanities but sometimes Science too, when people 
don’t take up the mainstream jobs. 

We should inculcate the value of equal treatment 
for all. Everything has its own function to play. In 
a Company, a Scientist may invent something, but 
its Marketing is done by someone else, Accounts by 
yet another person. Similarly, professions vary from 
Technicians to Sweepers, but they have their own 
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functions. It’s like the ‘human body’. Society is the 
body, each profession plays different cells, tissues and 
organs. Treating everything equal gives us the power 
to treat and concentrate on every minute detail of life 
and make life perfect.

“No two leaves are a like  
and yet there is no antagonism 

between them or between 
the branches on which they grow” 

Mahatma Gandhi
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Akhil Prasad 

IX A

WHERE  
CRYSTALS GLEAM
Where crystals gleam,  
I want to lie. 
Where the scented Lily opens- reveals the stamen; 
Tender as babies’ breath. 
As unavoidable as our Sun’s and  
Moon’s provocative union. 
As desirable as a cooling whisper  
on a hot humid day. 
As necessary as the blistering heat,  
a dream yet to be dreamt. 
In my wanting  
an explosion,  
a reality- 
you are the joy of laughter. 
Boxed, wrapped, gifted 
Climb beyond frozen winds,  
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Where pianos open, radiate warmth,  
Cradle purity. 
My will nestled in the notes. 
Where crystals gleam,  
I want to lie.

“All our dreams can come true if  
we have the courage to pursue them.”

Walt Disney.
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SaiTheerdha 

XI E

LIVE A VALUE...
“If wealth is lost nothing is lost;  
If health is lost something is lost; 

If character is lost everything is lost”. 
Best of all is character.

The importance of values and moral principles are 
the codes we live by in a civil and just society 

like ours. They are what we use – consciously as 
well as unconsciously, to guide our interactions with 
others, with our friends and family, our business and 
professional behaviours. Our values and morals are 
reflections of our spirituality; our character. 

“If there is righteousness in the heart, there is beauty 
in the character; if there is beauty in the character, 
there is harmony in the home”.

So we must love our own values in life, to build a 
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strong character. It is of immense importance for the 
fulfilment of the very purpose of life. 

“LET NOBLE THOUGHTS COME FROM 
ALL DIRECTIONS”.

“Purity, Patience and Perseverance 
are the three essentials to 

success and above all love” 

Swami Vivekananda
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Aditi Nair 

IX -A

THE DILEMMA OF 
FRIENDSHIP:
To tow, or not to tow:

Fellowship is heaven, but lack of it is hell’. But does 
this mean you can’t or shouldn’t stand up to your 

friends wrong doings for the fear of being isolated?

Imagine, you have a friend who bosses others around, 
is reckless and hurts others physically as well as 
emotionally. Would you stand up to him or her, tell 
the right thing to do and face the risk of being lonely?

Most of we children and sometimes even adults 
will succumb to their peers’ demands and orders for 
the last reason mentioned; ‘fear of isolation’. It is an 
eternal conflict;

‘The fear of being alone
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Vs

‘The happiness of being accepted’.

But my take on this is a No, A big emphatic No.

Too much willingness to do a friend’s bidding 
unfortunately is not a hallmark of friendship, for it 
is often easier to accept a situation rather than stand 
up and voice your concerns, especially while dealing 
with a friend.

However, you are neither true to your friend nor 
to yourself when you accept something that is not 
agreeable to your conscience.

And we as members of the Integrity club must 
realize and help others realize the importance of this 
problem.

So now, when one of your friends wants you to do 
something that goes against your will, say no, because 
No means No.
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Nandana V.L  

IX B 

HIS UNFINISHED 
DREAM
Those eyes were swollen in that skinny face 
He always wore a smile of hope 
He was brave in each pace,  
Even at the deathly slope 
He had been longing to get home for ages 
Tomorrow would have been that day 
He can’t be described in these mere pages,  
His face was tough and bay. 
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But now his story is over; 
This day, this hour,  
this moment he took his last breath 
He was on his way home  
when he went away from Earth. 
A mistake made by one  
took away the happiness of someone. 
The one is not going to suffer 
because he is in power. 
But my poor ‘man’ was here 
To earn something for his lad 
But he is nowhere here 
because arrogance made us mad.
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A Gayathri Nair 

XI E 

PATRIOTISM

Patriotism is in a decline among people these days. 
This swiftly developing 21st century is witnessing 

the deterioration of our feelings towards the Nation. 
Oh! Sorry not just towards the nation, towards fellow 
beings too. The violence in Kashmir, the slaughter of 
animals, the ill treatment of women..... All profoundly 
depict this. What will happen if Karnataka shares a 
little of its water with Tamil Nadu? Will the entire 
Cauvery dry up? The Cauvery water Crisis clearly 
reflects the lack of patriotism and the sense of hatred 
among two neighbouring states in the second largest 
economy of the world.

India’s surgical strikes against the enemy camps were 
a great success. Instead of saluting the brave Jawans 
who risked their lives so that we can sleep peacefully, 
some antinational put forward dirty comments 
against them. Our identity of being Indian is 
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submerged under other material things. We say “We 
are ‘Keralites’, ‘Tamilians’, ‘Mumbaikars’ etc”. But we 
rarely say” We are Indians.”

Our affinity towards the developed Nations too 
reflects the lack of patriotism. We betray our Mother, 
who took great efforts in our upbringing. Who says 
India doesn’t offer any opportunities? There are 
immense chances for the young generation, as the 
working population in India is aged and is looking 
forward for retirement. There are opportunities in 
each and every sector, but we fail in discovering them.

Patriotism is a value that is to be inculcated in each 
and every one. Religion should not conflict with our 
Nationality. Gandhiji once said “Be the change you 
would want to see in the world.” Let us pledge to 
protect Mother India in our own little ways.

Jai Hind 
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M Nithin 

X A

THOUGHTS 

We have many thoughts in our mind. Some of 
us, most often, have positive thoughts, but 

some others think negatively. Thoughts can shape 
one’s character and life. Research shows that exam 
anxiety and fear can be reduced if negative thoughts 
can be replaced by positive ones. This exam fear is 
a most common problem faced by us, students. In 
order to overcome it, we have to replace our negative 
thoughts with positive ones. Listed below are some 
most common negative thoughts and their positive 
remedies. Try these out and it will work.

Negative thoughts Positive thoughts
1)  I knew I would blow 

it up.
1)  I knew I could get 

through it
2)  I am going to flunk 

out.
2)  It could have been a 

lot worse.
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3)  There is something 
wrong with my 
mind.

3)  I handled it pretty 
well.

4)  I am unable to do it. 4)  Good. I did it.
5)  What will my 

parents say!
5)  I may not be the 

best, but I am not 
the worst either.

These are some thoughts that usually trouble us after 
a competition or exam, and due to this we will not be 
able to go forward.

Next, here are some thoughts which we carry before 
and during the competition or exam. Try the given 
remedies which will eventually lead to success.

Before a competition
Negative thoughts Positive thoughts
1)  I will never pass. 1)  I do not have to be 

perfect.
2)  I am going to panic, 

as usual.
2)  Hurrying would not 

help.
3)  If only I could get 

out of it.
3)  Try not to take this 

very seriously.
4)  There is too much to 

learn.
4)  I can manage the 

situation.
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5)  Why did I not study 
more?

5)  Relax it’s only a test.

During a competition or exam
Negative thoughts Positive thoughts
1)  Everyone else is 

working faster than 
I am.

1)  Don’t think about 
others, focus on the 
test.

2)  I am just a plain 
stupid.

2)  I do not need to 
prove myself.

3)  People will notice 
my hand trembling.

3)  Just take one step at 
a time.

4)  My mind is totally 
blank.

4)  I am feeling tensed. 
It is the time to relax 
myself.

5)  I might as well give 
up; what is the use

5)  Getting upset would 
not help

6)  Other students are 
turning their test 
already

6)  Use the time that 
is left- focus on the 
test.
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Nandhana I.R 

VIII-D

POSITIVE THINKING

Roy was a twelve year old boy. He was an orphan 
and lived with other children of the same kind 

in an orphanage run by a Church. He always stayed 
and remained in a good mood and temperament and 
had something positive to say about everything. He 
always faced everything and everyone with a smiling 
face. If anybody had any difficulties, Roy would tell 
them about how to overcome those and find the 
positive sides of the situations. Raju, his peer was 
very curious about Roy’s good behaviour and the 
wonderful character of optimism in him. 

One day, he summoned Roy and asked the secret 
behind it. And he said to Raju “Every day I wake up 
from the bed with two choices in my mind- whether 
to choose a good or bad mood and temperament. 
I always choose the former- to be optimistic. If 
anything bad happens to me, I try to learn something 
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good from it and if anyone comes to me complaining, 
I try to point out at the positive side of that.” 

He couldn’t believe Roy. But he said that life is all 
about choices. It is the people themselves who choose 
how to react to situations and whether to be optimistic 
or pessimistic. It is the people who choose how to live 
their lives.

The very next week, Roy and the others in the 
orphanage went for a tour to Kashmir, where they 
were trapped in a terrorist attack. By mercilessly 
keeping the children as shields, the terrorists attacked 
the Indian Army. After an hour of firing, the Armed 
Force killed the terrorists. Accidently, one of the 
terrorists shot Roy. The soldiers quickly rushed him to 
the Armed Forces Medical College Hospital. After 
six hours of surgery and a week of intensive care, 
Roy was discharged from the Hospital. “Weren’t you 
scared?” Raju asked Roy when he saw him after the 
incident. He said calmly- “No. The first thing of more 
priority was our country’s protection.” Raju asked 
again- “Did you lose consciousness?” Roy continued- 
“The soldiers are great. They kept on telling me that I 
was going to be fine. But when I saw the faces of the 
doctors and nurses, I really got frightened.” 
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Raju asked- “What did you do?” Roy replied- “There 
was a beautiful nurse who looked like a fairy who 
asked me a question- “Are you allergic to anything?” 
I replied- “Yes.” The doctors and nurses were eagerly 
waiting to hear my reply. I took a deep breath and 
yelled- “BULLETS!” And they all laughed for a 
moment. I then told them- “I am choosing to live. So, 
please remove all the bullets from my body.”

Raju was stunned and astonished to hear that. He 
felt very happy over Roy’s safe come back to life, 
and realized that Roy could escape from death only 
because of his positive attitude. So, let us all think 
positively; take things in their right spirits, and be 
optimistic in our lives.

“The mind itself is our enemy and our friend 
It is our duty to keep it under control” 

Mahatma Gandhi
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Gopika G 

VIII B

INTEGRITY AND 
HONESTY

The basic fundamentals for making a meaningful 
life are truth, honesty and integrity. In order 

to maintain a quality of purpose in life, we need to 
base our actions on ‘right’, and avoid doing those 
which are ‘wrong’. Truth allows us to be relaxed in 
our lives, creating more security and less anxiety. In 
order to have a true sense of ‘self ’, we have to be 
honest admitting the truth to oneself as well as to 
others. Integrity is telling the truth to one’s self in 
the purest form possible. Without integrity we would 
never be able to appreciate ourselves for our qualities 
and effectively work. Honesty and integrity are of 
the highest forms of our value system. We all seek 
for truth, both within and outside. True honesty is 
not just telling the truth but feeling the truth. If you 
say one thing but feel another, you are not honest. 
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Feeling better about our accomplishments when we 
know what we truly accomplished, we prosper in our 
developments as individuals through truth. 

Honesty creates a natural peace in the heart, power 
and success.  So, I try always to be honest and to 
accept things as it is .Will you?

“If I cannot do great things 
I can do small things in a great way ” 

J.F.Clarke
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Nakshatra U P 

IX-C  

A LESSON FROM 
MAHABHARATA
Leadership and Integrity

Sheelam Pradhanam Purusha”, says the 
Mahabharata, meaning character or integrity is the 

most important thing to man. This epic never stops to 
astound us. It is said that what isn’t here is not found 
anywhere else. I personally feel that leadership is a 
quality which comes with integrity. Recently when 
I read the Mahabharata, my assumption was proved 
right. Here is a small part from the Mahabharata 
which tells the importance of integrity in the life of 
a leader.

After the Kurukshetra war, Bhishma is lying over 
a bed of arrows waiting for an appropriate time to 
die. Krishna sends Yudhisthira to Bheeshma to learn 
about life. Bheeshma was believed to be well-versed 
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in all fields of knowledge. One of the questions 
Yudhishthira asks Bhishma is the importance of 
“Sheela”, in a leader. Sheela is commonly translated 
as character but integrity is a better translation. 
Character at its heart means integrity.

In response to Yudhishthira’s answer, Bheeshma 
refers to a discussion between his cousin and rival 
Duryodhana, now dead, and his father Dhritarashtra 
that took place soon after Yudhishthira’s rajasuya. 

Such was the glory of Yudhishthira when he performed 
the rajasuya sacrifice that it would have incited envy 
in anyone. Precious gifts had come from every corner 
of the known world. It was acknowledged openly: 
no ruler on earth possessed wealth comparable to 
Yudhishthira’s. His wealth then exceeded the wealth 
of the Himalayas, of the oceans and of all the mines 
of gold and jewels in the world together, says the 
Mahabharata. And the person whom Yudhishthira 
had made in charge of receiving the gifts was none 
other than Duryodhana himself – Duryodhana who 
hated Yudhishthira’s very existence! Duryodhana’s 
jealousy knew no bounds and he confesses it openly to 
his father. Dhritarashtra tells his intemperate son that 
if he wanted to attain wealth similar to Yudhishthira’s, 
he should first cultivate character, integrity. Shree, 
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the goddess of wealth, stays only with men who 
have integrity. To illustrate his point, Dhritarashtra 
tells Duryodhana an ancient story about Indra and 
Prahlada. 

Prahlada the Asura was then emperor of all the three 
worlds, conquered by the power of his integrity. As it 
always happens, Indra becomes jealous of Prahlada’s 
power and feels shaky – there is the threat of losing 
his throne to someone like the mighty Asura  for the 
throne of Indra belonged to the man who had the 
highest character, who performed the most difficult 
austerities. Indra assumes the form of a Brahmin 
and goes to Prahlada and serves him as a disciple, 
with the desire to learn from him the secret of his 
success. Prahlada tells him his success comes from his 
following the noble teachings of wise men. However, 
Indra still continues to serve Prahlada and eventually 
the Asura emperor, pleased with the devotion shown 
and the service rendered, asks his disciple to ask for a 
boon, not knowing he is Indra. 

Initially Indra refuses politely, saying that all his 
desires have been fulfilled. But when Prahlada insists, 
he asks: “If you are pleased with me, Emperor, please 
give me your character, your integrity.” Prahlada is 
shaken by the request, but he grants the boon since he 
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had offered it: after all, that is what a man of integrity 
does. Indra accepts the boon and goes away.

Prahlada sees Sheela is leaving him because Prahlada 
has given him away. Soon Prahlada sees Dharma: 
virtue and righteousness. After Dharma too leaves 
him, telling him he is going to join Integrity to live 
in the body of the Brahmin since he, Dharma, lives 
only where Integrity is. Soon Prahlada finds another 
effulgent being emerging from him, this time  Satya, 
Truth, and then another, Vritta, Uprightness, and 
then yet another Bala, Strength, all leaving him one 
by one to live in the Brahmin, following Integrity. 

Following Bala, it is a splendorous goddess that 
emerges from Prahlada’s body and when asked she 
tells him she is Shree, the goddess of wealth, prosperity, 
good fortune and all else that is auspicious. Shree tells 
Prahlada that she had on her own come and begun 
living in his body, but now she had no choice but 
to leave him, because she always followed Integrity, 
Virtue, Truth, Uprightness and Strength. Answering 
Prahlada’s question, she also tells him the Brahmin 
was none other than Indra, Indra has robbed him of 
his Integrity and where Integrity is not, there can be 
no Dharma, no Truth, no Morality, no Strength and 
no wealth, prosperity or good fortune. 
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Concluding his story, Dhritarashtra tell his jealous 
son that even if a man without integrity achieves 
prosperity, it would soon leave him since Shree cannot 
stay where there is no Integrity. “Learn from this story 
and practice what it says,” Bhishma tells Yudhishthira 
concluding the story about the importance of integrity 
to a leader. 

Yudhishthira sums up the lesson he has learnt from 
his grandson: Sheelam pradhanam purushe. Integrity 
is the most important thing in man. 

“Men of stainless character and self purification 
will easily inspire confidence and automatically purify  

the  atmosphere around him” 

Mahatma Gandhi
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Megha Joshy 

XI E

A NEW 
COMMANDMENT FOR 
THE NEW GEN. 

Be honest with yourself, others and God at all 
times. Being honest means to choose not to lie, 

cheat or deceive in any way. When you are honest, 
you will strengthen your character that will allow you 
to do great service to God and others. You will be 
blessed with peace of mind and self respect. You will 
be trusted by God and others.’

Honesty is an important value because it contributes 
to a positive mindset and facilitates morally acceptable 
behavior. Honesty is an important life skill for all 
people but is especially beneficial for all children. 
Yong people who adopt honest behavior are more 
likely to be successful and less likely to succumb to 
negative peer pressure. Honesty leads a person to an 
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auspicious path which gives real happiness and joy. As 
Thomas Jefferson said “Honesty is the first chapter in 
the book of wisdom”.

Dishonesty may benefit a person in the beginning but 
in the long run it may cause great trouble. Dishonesty 
is an easy path towards success but success and 
reputation achieved through dishonesty is short lived.

Honesty is truly the best policy as it is the foundation of 
a well working relationship. Not just that it nourishes 
the life of people in many ways, trust is obtained 
from honesty. Honesty helps a person to be free from 
problems. Honesty develops positive attitude to take 
better decisions and to improve quality of life. Being 
honest promotes goodwill and positive energy in the 
body and mind.

Honesty is not a thing which one can buy or sell 
but is a good habit which can be obtained through 
practice only. Being honest often requires courage and 
sacrifice especially when others persuade us to justify 
dishonest behavior.   If we find ourselves in such a 
situation we can remember that the lasting peace that 
comes from being honest is more valuable than the 
momentary relief of following the crowd.

On the other hand if we are dishonest in our words 
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or actions we hurt ourselves and others. Honesty 
means willing to live by your standards even when no 
one is watching you. Honesty also enables self 
improvement. A person who is honest with himself 
recognizes his weaknesses and is thus able to work 
towards becoming better. Someone who is dishonest 
with himself neglects and denies his flaws and never 
tries to be better. According to the International 
Monetary Fund, honesty is a social capital. Honesty 
is sometimes a difficult trait to mimic particularly for 
those who are reluctant to admit wrongdoings; but 
nevertheless inspires others to act accordingly.

So let us strive hard to be honest with ourselves, our 
surroundings and everyone around us.

“It is difficult but not impossible to conduct  
strictly honest business, What is true is that honesty is 

incompatible with the amazing of a large fortune” 

Mahatma Gandhi
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Nyma Nazreen 

XD

THAT GIRL BY THE 
LAMP POST

Darkness. It was pitch black all around. A man 
going for a late night stroll in Privet Street 

would be accompanied by nothing but the sound of 
crickets. A cool breeze was blowing. At the stroke of 
midnight, I heard a scream. A scream of complete 
agony....

Starting off like this, you would think mine is a ghost 
story. But, it is not. Hi! My name is Swapnika Priya. 
Sixteen years old. I am a very self-centred girl and 
unlike all the other music and love crazy idiots of my 
age, all I wanted at the moment was a gaming laptop. 
Mom had promised me to get me one. She was not 
at home but had gone to Mumbai to visit my Dad 
and would return the next day. Now resuming what I 
started with.
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I was all alone in the Apartment. Except for my pet 
cat, it was just me and ‘Pokémon Go’. At midnight 
exactly, I did hear that scream. It was all of agony, 
fear. I felt myself getting paralysed with fear. What 
was that? Surely, it was the scream of a girl. The 
feminist inside me asked me to go to her rescue. But 
the terrified scary cat inside me asked me to get under 
my blanket. It was a debate between my ‘bold girl’ 
self and my ‘I’m so scared of cockroach’ self in which 
the bold girl won. I gathered up all my courage and 
went out of my Apartment. I was quite pleased to see 
that the scream of the girl had disturbed the sleeps of 
my neighbours and they were all coming out of their 
Apartments. Good, So I was not imagining things. I 
swiftly joined the small group of people going out to 
check where that voice came from.

As I came to the grounds, I noticed that there was a 
small crowd gathered around the lamp post. I pushed 
my way through the crowd. And there, I saw this girl 
who taught me, or rather, made me realise so many 
things in one night.

Sitting under the lamp post, was a pretty girl, maybe 
of around my age. She was very pale. Anyone could 
say with just one look at her face, that she was petrified 
with fear. A thousand questions popped into my 
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head. But the self-centred, poor creature inside me 
prevented me from voicing them. Fortunately, Ravi 
Uncle stepped forward. “Who are you, girl? Came to 
steal or what? Huh?”

Till that moment, her eyes had showed nothing but 
fear and agony. Now the damage was done. Her eyes 
welled up and she began to cry. This aroused sympathy 
in a few. ”Tell us what you came for”, “Pagalkaheenka”, 
“Just stop crying, will you?”, was all that could be 
heard for the next few minutes.

And me? I was getting sick of that business. Now 
that had got to stop right? A girl appearing in the 
middle of the night, first screaming, then crying, 
saying nothing, what was going on? Suddenly, out 
of irritation, the ‘bold mini-me’ grew bolder. “Sister, 
will you tell me what the matter is?” My tone was 
not one of the command, not one of anger, not one 
of sympathy. It was a mix of, say, 50% empathy, 20% 
encouragement and 30% command. And guess what, 
it worked. It was as though the girl was waiting for 
another girl to speak to her. She began her story...

Her name was Kusum. She was a girl of a tribal 
community. She was all alone in the world except for 
her father who had passed away a week ago. From the 
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very next day onwards, she was constantly disturbed 
by many men, most of them drunk, whistling and 
knocking at her doors. When she thought she 
couldn’t stand it any longer, she had ran away from 
her place and wandered, until a few hours ago, she 
reached Privet Street. She had screamed earlier as she 
had been chased by a stray dog.

That was it. I was shocked to see that a few people 
were moving away to their houses as if what Kusum 
had told was the story of a TV serial. What were they 
thinking? “Poor little girl, had no food for days, no 
place to go, may god bless and help her? Huh? And 
people say India is developing?!?”

There was silence for a few seconds. When I felt 
certain that no one was going to break it, I stepped 
forward or rather, ‘bold mini-me’ pushed me and I 
heard myself saying, “Come in sister, I’ll get you 
something to eat”. “If anyone in this crowd wants to 
help in seeing the smallest difference to the violences 
against women, try to help this one”;Wow! I said that 
to the crowd. Cool! “Speak your mind, Swapnika, ” 
‘mini-me’ encouraged me. I said” you’ll be safe in my 
Apartment until some so-called “grown-ups” turn 
up.”
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There was a few more whispers-“Swapnika’s gone 
mad.” “This girl can very well be a thief.” “What’s with 
this one now!?” As if I cared. At least this girl made 
me realise that there was something more in life than 
video games and gaming laptops. There was much less 
fortunate girls and boys of my age; crippled by the 
hardships of life. Of course, Mom wouldn’t scold me 
for helping someone I hoped then. My only priority 
at that moment was to make Kusum comfortable till 
Mom is back. But as we were walking to the building, 
I noticed that we had followers. Cool. So, keeping 
apart the narrow-minded fools who put everything 
on poor God’s shoulders, there are still people who 
can see the pains of others... 

There was a small crowd in my Apartment that night, 
where a few hours ago, it was just me and my video 
games. We didn’t sleep that night. We fed her washed 
and changed, talked with her, more about herself. 
At the crack of dawn, there came the van, Kamal 
Uncle had arranged the previous night. Kamal Uncle 
and Ravi Uncle went with her to admit her in the 
orphanage nearby. As Kusum entered the van, she 
turned back and smiled at me. A sweet curve that 
fought its way through tears of love and gratitude. 
And it said everything. How grateful she was to 
me and to others, for not letting her be a victim of 
violence, or maybe, death...
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My conscience was very clear when my poor Mom 
arrived with my gaming laptop, of which, I took a 
photo and put on OLX for sale. For it was a night 
that changed my life, or more precisely, my attitude 
towards life. For me, life was nothing but me and 
my video games. The thing I treasured the most was 
my phone. I think as I write-‘Mobile phones were 
invented so as to save people’s time’. This is probably 
the most ironic sentence I have ever heard. While 
there are hundreds of Kusums in India , pleading for 
help, a larger section of the society are busy enjoying.

Now, coming to the conclusion of my story, Kusum 
was safe and happy ever after. Mom was shocked to 
death when she heard what I did when she was away 
for just one night. She promised that we would go 
and visit Kusum one day. And me? I am a changed 
person now. I had put serious limits to my video 
gaming, for the youth of India has many other things 
to concentrate upon. My two inner-selves don’t debate 
anymore for when I feel something is not going in the 
right way, I always let my bold inner self overpower. 
All because of that ‘girl by the lamp post’... 
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Adithya V 

X A

PILLARS OF SUCCESS

A person having moral values will surely experience 
overall joy and peace of mind throughout his 

life. A life based on moral values like honesty, courage, 
modesty, forgiveness and sympathy help a lot in 
building strong bonds with the people around us.

HONESTY: The moral value of honesty is the very 
basis and foundation of trust. A person possessing 
the value of honesty will be trustworthy. The people 
around can rely upon him with confidence. He will, 
undoubtedly get more opportunities to experience 
the true essence of life. Moreover, this develops the 
mentality to respect his own self. 

EMPATHY: We must be empathetic to others. 
Sympathy is also required to some extent. When 
we show empathy to others, actually we become 
trustworthy, quite unknowingly. Empathising over 
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the misfortune of others’ helps them to overcome their 
sorrows. Empathy as a value is very powerful. Rather 
than sympathising, which is more about ‘feeling sorry, 
showing a tinge of empathy will certainly make big 
differences. The kind of hope, happiness and relief, 
and the kind of joy and contentment on the aggrieved 
as well as the well-wishers who will be around to 
gather support in times of trouble, are inexorable 
merely through words. It’s worth experiencing.

COURAGE: As students, we must possess the 
value of courage. We must face the difficulties and 
daring consequences with smiling faces. This not only 
makes us confident, but also the others over us. Life 
is enveloped by challenges. The ones who take over 
those challenges with courage and confidence make 
the most and best from those. Others remain mere 
scare-crows. Thus, bravery and courage ought to be 
developed in every sense.

FORGIVENESS: This is one of the most important 
values that we should inculcate. It helps in healing 
the painful past, if any. Right from the small-small 
quarrels in and around us to the violent wars and 
battles- they are all the results of lack of the value 
of forgiveness among people. Thus, forgiveness makes 
our minds peaceful. The noble value of forgiveness 
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is a value rarely seen among people. From the most 
petty and silly to the most aggravated problems and 
disputes melt down like ice, if a consensus is made and 
people come forward with a mindset to forgive each 
other. The problems become closed chapters then and 
there, followed by amicable solutions. A mistake, a 
sin committed is committed. It is irreversible. Then 
there’s absolutely no meaning in further discussions 
on it and worsening it. Instead, a mentality to forgive 
is simply Godliness.

From these, it is concluded that values are very 
important for a life of morality and integrity. So, let 
us all try to inculcate these noble values right from 
the tender ages. 

“Go forward in your life 
With a twinkle in your eyes 

and a smile on your face 
but with great and strong  

purpose in your heart” 
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Sreehari Jay 

X B

MY DREAM

I am horrified to see our world today! So much of 
corruption, violence and other unwanted things 

are pestering our world today. In olden days, there 
was less corruption. Nowadays, it is on the high, if 
we want to get any services, we are compelled to give 
bribes to the concerned officials.

There was a time, when we all thought that we all are 
one. There was unity. But now all these changed. Now 
nobody is bothered about others. If a man is met with 
an accident and is lying on the road, no one cares to 
take him to hospital.

This is so because today, much humility and kindness 
is not inbuilt in today’s people. Nowadays, there are 
a number of problems faced by women and children. 
Woman is ‘Goddess’, ‘Mother’, ‘Daughter’, and ‘Sister’ 
and so on. We should respect them, not threaten.
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My dream is that, we should develop a society where 
there is no corruption, where there is feeling of 
oneness, respect of women and children, humility and 
kindness.

I wish my dream comes true.

“Darkness cannot drive out darkeness 
Only light can do that 

Hate cannot drive out hate 
Only Love can do that” 

Martin Lutherking Jr.
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Rejoys Wilson 

VII-C.

SUCCEED WITH 
INTEGRITY

“Integrity is doing the right thing,  
even when no one is watching.” - C.S Lewis

Integrity is something deep and personal. It emanates 
from the core of a person’s being. A person who 

desires it must calibrate his moral barometer so that 
it picks up the finest of signals.

Integrity is complete honesty in any situation. 
Integrity and honesty are different things. But, they 
are not entirely different. An honest person will have 
integrity and vice-versa. So, they go hand-in-hand.

Integrity of an individual is one of the key strengths 
in developing a person’s self and his/her overall ability 
to be respected by others. A person’s true character 
is defined by his/her integrity. Having integrity 
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means, one should not be a sinner in any way. We 
currently live in a world where integrity is hardly seen 
anywhere. It should be inculcated and practiced by 
children right from their childhood. So, integrity is 
a very important and integral part of one’s life and 
therefore I recommend that it should be imbibed and 
upheld by each and everyone.

By observing these, there is hope that one can live a 
life of integrity.

“Success without integrity is failure” 
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Apsara Jose 

VI A

LIFE-A JOURNEY

Life teaches us many values which are very 
important. Life is a journey and we may come 

across many situations and meet new people. Some 
of these situations may be the best or worst moments 
of our life and we must understand that. Everybody 
cannot be good at everything but everybody will be 
good at something. Life may be filled with mistakes 
which teach us to be more careful and to do better. 
People remember us by the good deeds that we do. 
We must learn to love each other and understand each 
other’s pain and feelings. We should learn to forgive. 
Each and everything in the world has something 
to teach us. We don’t know what we have until it is 
gone. We should not be afraid to face difficulties and 
then we may see that we are enjoying ourselves in this 
wonderful world of ours. Life is only one, so enjoy it.
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Analka 

XI C

WAY TO SUCCESS

Like the food we eat, the dress we wear and the air 
we breathe, values are also an important factor 

that decides how the life of a person should be like. 
A person may be wealthy enough to buy 100 royal 
cars but if he is animus towards his parents, he turns 
out to be a big looser. We are all living in an unreal 
world which is like an examination, and the result is 
announced in the heaven above and we are judged 
there based on all our deeds and values. If we have 
neat and strong values our scores above will be strong.

A person living in a world like today must have amity 
towards each other and try to treat everyone as their 
own brothers. The pledge that we render daily, was 
formulated years back, doesn’t that depict the values 
that was in our ancestors? Do we still own all those 
values? Indeed we must.
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The realization of good values in one’s life changes 
his views and perceptions to a positive scale. I would 
like to quote the saying, “the first impression is the 
best impression”. The first impression doesn’t just 
depend on how neat and clean you look but also the 
attitude shown on your face. Mostly people try to be 
very aesthetic and do many things to enhance their 
beauty, but very rarely people dusts off their values 
and thoughts. A person’s real beauty lies in how he/
she is and not in how he/she looks like. One’s courage 
and likeness to face anything with a positive attitude 
enhances the quality and navigates his life to success. 
All this can be enhanced by the good and positive 
values and thoughts one has within him.

“Do all the good you can;  
By all means you can;  

In all the ways you can;  
In all the places you can;  
At all the times you can;  
To all the people you can”  

Mother Teresa
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Abhikrishna Lal 

XI E

GOOD VS EVIL
The fire burned brighter than ever,  
Not just embers,  
but the fuming hearts of the desolate. 
How can they fight in the name of salvation? 
Whilst shaking the foundation of unison? 
Deep poignant ironies of life they were. 
Stuck in a whirlpool of endless woes,  
But hope sustained, Love still pertained. 
Good conquers evil established  
to be more than a saying,  
As the world came to a halt to  
Witness the myriad light beams 
That rarefied the mankind forever. 
Alas soothing the turbulent minds 
despite the loss of their beloved                                     
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Ann Maria Jose 

XII E

MAKE A DIFFERENCE

See the world with your eyes wide open’. My 
mother always says. When I see the world around 

me, I feel so blessed to be born in such a beautiful 
place-trees, flowers, rivers, rain, amazing buildings, to 
have great people around me-my wonderful parents, 
amazing teachers, friends…..

But, this is just a partial view. Often, I realise with 
disappointment that we are living in an ethically 
endangered world. My hands shiver to open the 
newspaper, I am scared to switch on the T.V-Nirbhaya, 
Soumya, Rohit, Jishnu, Michelle… this list is never 
ending.

The prevalence of such worst type of human 
exploitation is disheartening. This is caused by the 
steep fall in the ethical and moral consciousness, 
which has ruined the basic fabric of nation which was 
once known for its high values. We have lost faith in 
humanity.
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We can surely do away with such disheartening 
incidents from our society if we bring about a change 
in our perspective and a difference in our ambition. It 
is high time we realise that we are being blinded by 
competition, by our pursuit to gain mere materialistic 
things.

Let us try to make a difference. I am sure that all of 
us dream of a peaceful world where we can move out 
without fear and trust people. This dream can come 
true if we try to live with values, if we can come out 
of the narrow confines of this competitive world and 
lead a more meaningful life. We will surely be able to 
spread goodness. We must be aware of our rights, trust 
ourselves and trust god. Let us all try to imbibe moral 
uprightness. Let us learn to follow our conscience as 
our conscience lights up our soul.

Gandhiji said, ‘Be the change you want to see in the 
world’. So let us try to change ourselves. A small 
change in our vision can bring about a great change in 
the destiny of our nation. We can become harbingers 
of social change.

With open eyes, I see the world; with an open heart 
I see souls. With an open mind, I see it all differently.


